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### Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BFO</td>
<td>Blood Forming Organs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAF</td>
<td>Computerized Anatomical Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAM</td>
<td>Computerized Anatomical Man</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>Computed Tomography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAX</td>
<td>Female Adult voXel model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCR</td>
<td>Galactic Cosmic Rays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HZETRN</td>
<td>High charge (Z) and Energy TRaNsport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEO</td>
<td>Low Earth Orbit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAX</td>
<td>Male Adult voXel model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPE</td>
<td>Solar Particle Event</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Abstract

To reduce the uncertainties associated with estimating the biological effects of ionizing radiation in tissue, researchers rely on laboratory experiments in which mono-energetic, single specie beams are applied to cell cultures, insects, and small animals. To estimate the radiation effects on astronauts in deep space or low Earth orbit, who are exposed to mixed field broad spectrum radiation, these experimental results are extrapolated and combined with other data to produce radiation quality factors, radiation weighting factors, and other risk related quantities for humans. One way to reduce the uncertainty associated with such extrapolations is to utilize analysis tools that are applicable to both laboratory and space environments. The use of physical and computational body phantoms to predict radiation exposure and its effects is well established and a wide range of human and non-human phantoms are in use today. In this paper, a computational rat phantom is presented, as well as a description of the process through which that phantom has been coupled to existing radiation analysis tools. Sample results are presented for two space radiation environments.

1. Introduction

There are currently large uncertainties associated with estimates of the biological effectiveness of ionizing radiation in tissue [Cucinotta et al. 2006]. To help reduce these uncertainties, researchers rely upon laboratory experiments in which mono-energetic, single specie beams are applied to cell cultures, insects, and small animals – primarily rodents. Astronauts can be exposed to space radiation in the form of galactic cosmic rays (GCR), solar particle events (SPE), or trapped ions in low Earth orbit (LEO). Predicting their risk of carcinogenesis or other radiation-related health problems (heart disease, cataracts, acute radiation syndrome, etc.) that result from their exposure is determined mainly by the results of laboratory beam experiments. Consequently, there are many situations in which the laboratory experiments must be extrapolated for space applications. An obvious example is the use of insects and small animals instead of human subjects in beam exposure studies. The connection between the biological effects induced in insects and small animals, and the biological effects induced in humans by the same radiation is not always clear. One way of reducing this uncertainty is to utilize risk analysis software that can be used interchangeably in laboratory or space environments. Various human phantoms have been employed for this task [Zaidi and Xu 2007], and some rodent phantoms have also been developed [Zaidi and Xu 2007]. In this paper, a new rat phantom is presented that has been coupled with the radiation analysis tools used by NASA.

Slaba et al. [2009] have discussed in detail the coupling of the human phantoms CAM (Computerized Anatomical Man) [Billings et al. 1973], CAF (Computerized Anatomical Female) [Yucker et al. 1990, 1992], MAX (Male Adult voxel model) [Kramer et al. 2003], and FAX (Female Adult voxel model) [Kramer et al. 2004] to the deterministic transport code HZETRN (High charge (Z) and Energy TRaNsport) [Wilson et al. 1991; Slaba et al. 2008]. A brief summary is given here. In order to calculate the dose at a single target point, ray tracing techniques are used to determine the directional distribution of tissues and shielding materials surrounding the target point. HZETRN combines this distribution of tissue and shield material thicknesses with a radiation environment model to estimate the dose at the target point. Mass averaged organ doses are computed by repeating this process for many target points within a given organ and then averaging. For the purposes of this report, the term “dose” is used as a generic term to refer to exposure quantities such as flux, dose, dose equivalent, or gray-equivalent.

Using this approach, it is possible to couple a variety of computational human and animal phantoms to HZETRN and estimate exposure quantities within various tissues. To get accurate results for a particular phantom, a ray tracing algorithm that can accurately calculate the directional distribution of tissues surrounding a given target point is required. Additionally, for organ-averaged quantities, a point distribution method is needed that accurately and uniformly samples the individual tissue. This paper describes the development of the computational rat phantom, the ray tracing techniques, and the point distribution methods used to couple the phantom to HZETRN. Sample results for a whole rat and four
individual rat organs are presented to demonstrate the applicability of a rat phantom to space radiation analyses.

2. Description of Rat Data

The phantom tissue model is based upon a full-body CT (Computed Tomography) scan of an adult male rat. The rat was anesthetized at the time of the scan and was lying on its back, as shown in Figure 1. Rolls of cloth were placed on either side of its spine to support it and align its body axially for the scan. The rat and support cloths were lying on a flat wooden platform that is visible in the lower part of the scanned volume.

CT-scans are computed as a series of discrete images or “slices” that typically have fixed spacing along the length of the body being scanned. Each slice of CT-scan data is an evenly spaced, rectangular grid of points with a single data value specified for each grid point. This data value is known as a “Hounsfield number”. Hounsfield numbers correlate directly to the amount of X-ray energy attenuation caused by the tissue associated with each grid point. CT-scan machines are calibrated using a reference sample of pure water. The machine is tuned so that air within the volume being scanned produces a Hounsfield number of -1000 and the reference water sample produces a Hounsfield number of zero. This calibration provides a standard baseline so that CT-scans are comparable across different scanners and X-ray beam energy spectra. For this particular data set, the underlying wooden table was removed at run-time.
by the analysis software, without modifying the original rat data files. Also, the 98th CT-scan data slice was missing from the original data and was replaced by copying data from the 97th slice.

For this research, the spacing between adjacent slices is used to define the thickness of each slice, which is the convention used for most CT-scan visualizations. Each slice of the rat data used in this study can be thought of as a square image with dimensions of 512 pixels by 512 pixels. Since each slice has thickness however, each pixel expands from being a two-dimensional section of an image to being a three-dimensional section of a volume and is thus called a “voxel”. Physically, each slice is 150 mm x 150 mm, and 633 slices are stacked to represent a distance of 316.5 mm along the length of the rat. This results in a constant voxel size throughout the scanned volume that is 0.29297 mm x 0.29297 mm x 0.5 mm.

3. Description of Ray Tracing Process for CT-based Voxel Models

To accurately compute an organ-averaged dose for a selected tissue type in a voxel-based phantom, it is important to use a process that captures both the angular distribution of incoming radiation and the angular variation of the quantity and type of tissue surrounding the organ. A ray tracing approach is used to sample the directional distribution of the external radiation environment and the corresponding distribution of the body tissue surrounding discrete points within the phantom. For this approach, points are specified within the body phantom and a number of rays are “traced” away from each point. The distribution of rays is usually chosen for uniformity with which it samples the full 4π spherical solid angle. The total number of evenly distributed rays is usually chosen so that the angular spacing between adjacent rays is small enough to capture any meaningful variations in both the external environment and the distribution of body tissue that is providing shielding. During the ray tracing process, the amount and type of tissue is evaluated along each ray and stored for analysis. Many phantoms define voxel properties by specifying the tissue type and corresponding tissue density for each voxel. For a model that is based directly on CT data, however, relationships need to be established that relate the Hounsfield numbers to tissue types and densities.

Since the Hounsfield number represents the average absorption coefficient for each voxel of tissue, it correlates well with tissue density. A numerical curve fit was developed at NASA Langley in the early 1990’s to capture this relationship. Reference values for specific body tissue densities were compared to the Hounsfield numbers from a full-body human CT-scan and a least-squares approach was used to fit the data. Extending the application of this human-based correlation to the rat yielded a total rat mass of 549.8 g. This mass is within the range of 300-800 g, which is considered normal for an adult male rat in a research environment [Poole 1986]. The nature of the data allows for geometric scaling by changing the voxel dimensions to produce a rat with any desired mass.

When interpreting CT-scans for medical diagnostic purposes, it is common for the scans to exhibit poor contrast between tissues that have similar densities. A CT image can be used to reliably differentiate between tissues that have the lower density of fat, soft tissues that have a density very close to that of water, and more dense bone structures that cover the full range of bone density in the human body. Thus, it is possible to use CT data to create a simple segmentation of voxel data into different density sets. Differentiating between non-tissue, soft tissue, and bone is relatively straightforward and the Hounsfield numbers chosen to represent the boundaries between these groups are shown in Figure 2.
The ray tracing software used for analysis produced three different types of output. The simplest output type represented the total tissue column areal density along each ray as a single value. This number was obtained by multiplying the volumetric density of each voxel and the length of the ray segment that fell inside that voxel. A second kind of output preserved only information related to the quantities of each tissue type that were found along each ray. For this output type, subtotals were kept for each tissue type along a ray and areal densities of bone, tissue, etc. were recorded, however, the order of the different tissue types along the ray was lost. The third, and most verbose, output type recorded the areal density of each contiguous segment of each tissue type along a ray. Since it is common for a ray to traverse many boundaries between different tissue types as it exits the body, this output file type generates comparatively large files.

In addition to cataloging the amount of tissue along each ray as it emanates from a point in the body, the ray tracer collected information about the tissue behind the point in order to support analyses that include the effects of backscattered radiation. This information about the backing tissue along each ray was supplied for each of the three output types described above.

4. Target Point Distribution Methods

In addition to distributing the rays around a target point evenly, it is important to distribute the target points throughout the tissue in such a way that the calculated results will accurately represent the mass-averaged dose for all tissue of that type in the body. Two different point distribution methods were used to sample the tissue types presented. The simplest approach used to distribute points was based upon an evenly spaced, orthogonal, three dimensional grid. Only grid points that were within voxels identified as tissue were used for analysis. This approach was used to calculate doses for the rat as a whole and to look at dose gradients within the rat tissue. A number of grid spacings were tested to find an adequate spacing for these analyses.

A second point distribution method was used for calculating the organ-averaged doses. This approach was based upon methods originally used to create unstructured meshes in implicit geometries [Persson and Strang 2004], and its application to these types of problems is described in detail elsewhere [Slaba et al. 2009]. In summary, an unstructured tetrahedral mesh is created within the boundaries of an organ and the mesh properties are adjusted to achieve even spacing between mesh points in the organ’s interior. As in the simpler, whole-rat approach, a number of mesh sizes were tested to find an adequate spacing for these analyses.
Tissue segmentations were created for four different tissue types within the rat phantom: the brain, lungs, liver, and blood forming organs (BFO). Each segmented organ was created by examining the CT slices individually and manually creating maps that identified the voxels that belonged to each organ (see Figure 3). Figure 4 shows the location and extent of each of the four tissues within the rat.

The brain and lungs were easily segmented since both are surrounded by tissues that are significantly more dense, providing good boundary contrast. In some areas, the rat liver is bounded by
other organs and muscle tissue with a similar density, making segmentation more difficult. With some experience, the high resolution and low noise of the original rat CT scan made it possible to discern boundaries by making multiple passes through the data to create topological consistency from slice to slice. The segmentation of BFO tissue was complicated by the very small size and low density of most of the rat bones. The rat pelvis, however, exhibited high bone density and comparatively large internal cavities for marrow. These volumes inside the pelvis were segmented, but due to their very small volume, the algorithms used to distribute points in the other organs were not applicable and dose points were distributed manually within them.

5. Sample Results

Sample results have been computed in the rat BFO, brain, liver, and lungs. External shielding geometries were defined as spherical aluminum shells with areal densities of 0.4 g/cm² or 20 g/cm². Two space radiation environments were applied isotropically to the spherical aluminum shells with the rat inside. The environments chosen were the 1977 solar minimum GCR spectrum [O’Neill 2006] and the August 1972 SPE as modeled by King [King 1974]. The dose values obtained in the four rat organs are given in Table 1 and the dose equivalent values are given in Table 2. The average BFO light particle fluence spectra (n, p, ²H, ³H, ³He, ⁴He) associated with the 20 g/cm² shield and SPE environment are shown in Figure 5.

Figures 6 and 7 are contour plots that illustrate the variation of dose equivalent within a single rat slice inside the 0.4 g/cm² shield for the SPE and GCR environments, respectively. Note that the ranges of dose equivalent values shown in the two plots are quite different. For the SPE environment shown in Figure 6, the dose equivalent values are large and cover a large range from approximately 1000 cSv at central points in the rat to approximately 7500 cSv on the surface of the rat. The August 1972 SPE was comprised of a large number of low and medium energy protons, the vast majority of which had energies less than 100 MeV. As these protons move through the rat tissue, they interact with the atoms making up the tissue and lose energy very quickly, primarily through ionization. This results in large changes in dose equivalent over small changes in tissue depth. Conversely, the GCR environment is made up of protons, alpha particles, and heavier charged ions with energies ranging from a few A MeV to approximately 50,000 A MeV with peak fluences around 1000 A MeV. The heavier and more energetic particles from this environment travel deeper into the tissue, resulting in a much smaller variation in dose equivalent values in the rat. Figure 7 shows that the daily dose equivalent rate in this rat slice varies from approximately 0.21 cSv at interior points to 0.26 cSv on the surface.

Table 1. Dose in rat tissues protected by spherical shielding, exposed to SPE and GCR environments. The unit for GCR dose is cGy/day, and the unit for SPE dose is cGy/event.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1977 solar min GCR</th>
<th>August 1972 King SPE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.4 g/cm²</td>
<td>20 g/cm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BFO</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>0.057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brain</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>0.056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liver</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>0.055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lungs</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>0.056</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Dose equivalent in rat tissues protected by spherical shielding, exposed to SPE and GCR environments. The unit for GCR dose equivalent is cSv/day, and the unit for SPE dose equivalent is cSv/event.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1977 solar min GCR</th>
<th>August 1972 King SPE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.4 g/cm²</td>
<td>20 g/cm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BFO</td>
<td>0.248</td>
<td>0.174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brain</td>
<td>0.261</td>
<td>0.163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liver</td>
<td>0.244</td>
<td>0.158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lungs</td>
<td>0.245</td>
<td>0.159</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5. Neutron and light ion fluences in the rat BFO protected by 20 g/cm² of aluminum and exposed to the August 1972 King SPE.
Figure 6. Contour plot of dose equivalent within a single rat cross section, calculated at points in a regularly spaced 1 mm grid. Analysis included 0.4 g/cm$^2$ of aluminum shielding and the August 1972 King SPE.

Figure 7. Contour plot of dose equivalent within a single rat cross section, calculated at points in a regularly spaced 1 mm grid. Analysis included 0.4 g/cm$^2$ of aluminum shielding and the 1977 solar minimum GCR spectrum of O’Neill and Badhwar.
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